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DRILL BUSHES |  OPERATING PARTS |  STANDARD ELEMENTS



NEW IMPULSE FROM BLOHM
Tradition since 1934

NORMTEILWERK ROBERT BLOHM starts afresh  – with a

new management crew, a new internet presence and a 

comprehensive expanded product range.

The first-class product range includes over 35,000 items, available 
24/7 from the online store.

We remain one of the most renowned manufacturers of drill bus-
hes and special parts based on customer specifications. Decades 
of experience in the production of rotationally symmetrical parts 
make us specialists in this field. 

Otto Braun



Discover our extensive range of drill bushes, operating parts and standard elements now!

More than 28,000 products are now available in our new online shop.  
For you, this means: a multitude of high-quality products with the simplest handling and in the highest quality. 

In addition, our team of experts can advise you on any question in a wide range of application areas. 
  

WEBSHOP

Drill bushes

www.blohm-gmbh.de

Spring plungers, locating pins,  
quick-release pins

Locating elements, stop elements,  
support elements

Machine and fixture components

Clamping levers, tension levers, 
cam levers

Pull handlesHandles and knobs



Toggle clamps, 
push-pull toggle clamps

JointsClamping elements

Absorption units Transport technologyOil level sight glasses, screw plugs, 
press-in plugs

Handwheels, crank handles Levelling feetHinges



SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

NORMTEILWERK ROBERT BLOHM – For us, individuality is a priority!

A customer-oriented perspective in combination with long-term partnerships with our customers and suppliers 
are stated goals of the company. 

With our modern machine shop and our experienced employees, we can realise a wide range of 
special parts according to customer requirements

Together we can find the perfect solution for your specifications and requirements.
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Online www.blohm-gmbh.de

CONTACT

NORMTEILWERK 
ROBERT BLOHM GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 20
21514 Büchen, Germany

Tel.:  +49 4155 / 80 08-0 
Fax:  +49 4155 / 81 11 31 
Email:   info@blohm-gmbh.de

Internal sales

Field sales Mathias Marbs
North Germany
Tel. +49 172 - 8804784
mathias.marbs@blohm-gmbh.de

Stephan Coulon
South Germany
Tel. +49 160 - 94442352
stephan.coulon@blohm-gmbh.de

Sven Nolandt
Tel. +49 4155 - 8008-26
sven.nolandt@blohm-gmbh.de




